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**Abstract**

Training a speech recognition system needs audio data and their corresponding exact transcriptions. However, manual transcribing is expensive, labor intensive and error-prone. Some sources, such as TV broadcast, have subtitles. Subtitles are closed to the exact transcription, but not exactly the same. Some sentences might be paraphrased, deleted, changed in word order, etc. Building automatic speech recognition from inexact subtitles may result in a poor models and low performance system. Therefore, selecting data is crucial to obtain a highly performance models. In this work, we explore the lightly supervised approach, which is a process to select a good acoustic data to train Deep Neural Network acoustic models. We study data selection methods based on phone matched error rate and average word duration. Furthermore, we propose a new data selection method combining three recognizers. Recognizing the development set produces word error rate that is the metric to measure how good the model is. Data selection methods are evaluated on the real TV broadcast dataset.

**Index terms:** speech recognition, neural networks, acoustic model, data selection

**1. Introduction**

Automatic speech recognition (ASR) is one of the sub field of natural language processing with many practical applications: automatic closed captioning for hearing-disabled persons, taking notes of conversations between doctors and patients, voice control and many more. Despite of the rapid development of speech recognition, there are still many challenges in the field. One of the challenges is the training of a speech recognizer, which requires a huge amount of transcribed training data. The transcribed training data consists of audio data and the corresponding text transcriptions. However, transcribing audio manually is labor intensive and also time consuming. There exist many unlimited supply of audio data from internet, TV broadcasts, radio, as well as video streaming websites, but there is no available exact transcription. However, some TV broadcasts, such as CNN headline news, ABC world news tonight, BBC, have subtitles that can be used for training a speech recognition system.

To train a speech recognition system, one possibility is to use TV broadcasts data that have subtitles. These subtitles are close, but not exactly the same as what people uttered. Some sentences might be paraphrased, deleted, changed in word order, etc. There are some examples of approximate subtitles:

- **Real transcription:**
  
  Russia started badly with the dropping of Spain. But, they got better and better. Spain looked

- **Corresponding subtitle:**
  
  Russia started badly with at beating at the hands of Spain. Spain looked then they have looked a little.

Furthermore, subtitles are often badly aligned with the audio. Some segments in training audio can contain unconstrained conversational speech, use of foreign words, high out-of-vocabulary rates, channel noise and simultaneous speech from more than one speaker. Even, thus audio data is sometimes difficult to be recognized by humans. These facts make hard to use subtitles for ASR.

The idea of using untranscribed audio data (or unsupervised training, no subtitles) has been proposed firstly in [15] and [5]. Authors of [15] proposed an iterative training procedure: decode untranscribed data and keep only the segments with high confidence score for the next training iteration. Even an 80% error rate system can improve itself automatically, but the system performance is limited. [6] were the first to propose *lightly supervised training* with a large amount of training data. Instead of using untranscribed training data, they trained speech recognition system using audio data with subtitles. Lightly supervised approach allows selecting “good” training data. First, an acoustic model from another task (or another corpus) is used to recognize audio data. The decoding results are compared with the subtitles and removed if they disagree. These selected data are used to train a new acoustic model. [3] proposed the confidence measure metric to remove the bad audio segments. When decoding acoustic inputs, an ASR produces word hypothesis and their corresponding confidence measure. The confidence measure value is used to remove potentially bad segments where the confident value is lower than a threshold. [10] applied lightly supervised approach on medical conversation data.

Very recently, a new point of view on the data selection has been proposed. [8] suggest an original two-stage crowdsourcing alternative. First, iteratively collects transcription hypotheses from the web and, then, asks different crowds to pick the best of them. [9] proposed an approach to domain adaptation that does not require transcriptions but instead uses a corpus of unlabeled parallel data, consisting of pairs of samples from the source domain of the well-trained model and the desired target domain.

In the present paper, the same problem of data selection for acoustic modeling training using a huge data corpus is considered. We want to select a good acoustic data to train Deep Neural Network acoustic models. The scientific contributions of this paper are:

- We study the impact of data selection on the word error rate.
- We explore different variations of slightly supervised training of acoustic models.
We present a comparison of different data selection approaches in the context of TV broadcast news speech transcription.

2. Methodology

2.1. Lightly supervised data selection

To generate an accurate speech recognition, a very large training audio corpus with its exact corresponding transcription is required. This is particularly true for Deep Neural Network (DNN) based systems, having millions of parameters to train. However, transcribing audio is labor intensive and time consuming. There are unlimited supply of audio data in the internet, television, radio and other sources. But very few have available transcription. However, some TV broadcasts have subtitles. By utilizing these audio data with the corresponding subtitles, we hope to produce a high performance speech recognizer with less supervision. Nevertheless, some problems exist when using the data with subtitles as training dataset. Training using the subtitles faces several disadvantages compared to the manual transcriptions: indication of non-speech events (coughing, speaker turn) and acoustic conditions (background noise, music, etc.) are missing.

The main idea of lightly supervised approach is to use the automatic speech recognizer to transcribe training audio data. After this, only well transcribed segments (segments where automatic transcription corresponds to subtitles) will be used as training data [6].

We assume that we have a massive amount of training audio data and corresponding subtitles. In general, the lightly supervised approach operates as follow:

1. Randomly select a subset of the training set.
2. Train an acoustic model on a small amount of manually annotated data or use an acoustic model from another task.
3. Using ASR, recognize all training audio data.
4. Align the automatic transcriptions with the subtitles of the training data. Some transcriptions and subtitles might disagree. We can remove or correct these segments.
5. Retrain a new acoustic model using the data we selected in the previous step.
6. Optionally reiterate from step 3.

These steps can be iterated several times as long as the error rate is decreasing. This method uses the idea of training acoustic models in less supervised manner because the training dataset (subtitles) is not the actual transcription. Using subtitles as training data greatly reduces the manual transcription effort (20-40 time less).

2.2. Revisited lightly supervised data selection

In the lightly supervised approach presented previously, a very important step is the step 3. In the case of a disagreement between automatic transcriptions and subtitles, which part of subtitles to keep and which part to remove or correct? Can we use additional criteria to better choose the training data? How many training data to keep? In this section, we propose to study some of these questions.

2.2.1. Using AWD and PMER

According to [7], using of Average Word Duration (AWD) and Phone Matched Error Rate (PMER) during the data selection step (step 3) allows increasing greatly the quality of the selected training data. AWD is used as metric to detect if errors occur in aligning the start and end time of a segment or if something went wrong in the recognition process.

\[ AWD = \frac{\text{utterance duration in second}}{\text{number of words in the recognized utterance}} \]

Usually, duration of a word cannot exceed an upper limit threshold and the duration cannot be lower than a bottom limit threshold. If it is the case, this means that the corresponding transcription or subtitle is wrong.

**Phone Error Rate (PER) and Word Error Rate (WER)** are usually used to measure the performance of a speech recognition system:

\[ WER = 100 \times \frac{\text{substitutions} + \text{deletions} + \text{insertions}}{\text{number of words}} \]

Error rate is obtained by comparing exact transcriptions and decoding transcriptions produced by the speech recognition system. Word error rate is obtained by the comparison at the word level, phone error rate at the phone level. Our training set has only subtitles. So we can only compare subtitles and recognized transcriptions. To avoid the confusion, we will use Phone Matched Error Rate (PMER). High PMER shows that at phone level the corresponding subtitle is very different compared to recognized transcription. This means possible problems in audio signal (noise, music) or in subtitle. In this case, it is better to discard this segment from the training set.

We chose to use PMER and not WER because we use phone acoustic models. During acoustic training we interested by the phone sequence and not by the word sequence. For example, the words “too” and “two” have the same sequence of phones: /t uː/. If we misrecognized “two” instead of “too”, it will be sad to reject corresponding subtitle since these two words have a same phone sequence.

In our work, we propose to use these measures to increase the quality of the data selection. The proposed iterative methodology is as follow:

1. Randomly select a subset of the training set. This set is used to train an initial acoustic model.
2. Train an acoustic model using the audio and the subtitles of this training set.
3. Decode the full training set with the obtained acoustic model. This will produce new decoding results and new values of PMER and AWD. The new values of PMER are obtained from comparing the subtitles and the decoding results.
4. Select the subtitles from the training set based on AWD as follow: \( threshold_1 < \text{AWD} < threshold_2 \)
5. Sort the obtained segments according to PMER. Choose \( N \) hours of the top PMER segments to make a new training set to train the next acoustic model.
6. Continue the step 2-5 until the data selection does not improve anymore.

At each iteration, the number \( N \) of selected hours can be augmented. To measure the improvement of the approach at each iteration, a development set recognition could be performed.

2.2.2. System combination

Usually, different ASR systems (with different acoustic models and/or language models) will make different errors. Thus, if several systems provide the same transcription as the original subtitle for one segment, it is very likely that the subtitle corresponds exactly to what has been uttered. We can use it reliably for training acoustic models.

The general idea of system combination approach is to combine different ASR systems by varying the language models or acoustic models or both. We have chosen to vary the language model because an acoustic model variation is a very time consuming task when we use a huge training set. The language models can be built with different constraints. A constrained
language model is trained only with the sentences of the training corpus used for selection. A less constrained LM is trained also on data from different sources. The idea is as follows: if the recognition result of one ASR and the recognition result of another ASR are the same, we can trust this recognition result. The proposed combination approach works almost in the same way as the method of section 2.3: training acoustic model with the subset of training data (audio data and their subtitles), recognizing and selecting from the full training data and repeating these steps to do better data selection. However, the difference lies in the recognition and data selection steps.

We built three speech recognition systems and each recognition system is used to perform recognition of the same training set. Consequently, we had three transcriptions which have the same amount of segments. We average the value of PMER and AWD from three corresponding decoding transcriptions. After this, we select the training data (step 4 of the approach presented in section 2.2.1) with the proposed combination algorithm:

Select the subtitles from the training set based on AWD as follow: threshold_1 < AWD < threshold_2;

If a segment has zero PMER with one ASR, select the segment and corresponding subtitles

Else

If a segment have the same phone sequence using two ASRs and PMER < threshold_3/PMER, select the segment and the corresponding subtitle.

Else sort by average PMER. Choose top N hours segments with the lowest PMER. These subtitles will be chosen to train the next acoustic model.

We hope that using the recognition results when two ASRs agree will help. If a development corpus is available, the thresholds can be chosen to minimize word error rate.

3. Experiments

3.1. Audio corpus

We used the data from the Multi Genre Broadcast (MGB) challenge [1], [16]. MGB is a challenge to automatically transcribe TV broadcasts. TV broadcast data are recorded in highly diverse environments, speech with background music, non-speech events and sounds, etc. The challenge organizers only provided TV broadcast audio data and their corresponding subtitles. As presented previously, subtitles may be different compared to the actual transcription due to deletion, insertion, substitution and paraphrasing. Thus, MGB data recognition is a very difficult task.

MGB challenge data consists of:

1. A training set contains audio data with their corresponding subtitles. This training set is used for training speech recognition systems.
2. A development set contains around 8 hours of audio data and their corresponding manual transcriptions (exact transcriptions). This dataset can be used to evaluate studied approaches.
3. A text corpus: 640 million words of TV subtitles are provided. These data can be used to train ASR language model.

Table 1 shows the statistics of the training and the development sets. We can see that, in average, each show contains about 2/3 of speech and 1/3 of non-speech events. These non-speech events are difficult to recognize.

3.2. Transcription system

KATS (Kaldi-based Automatic Transcription System) speech recognition system is based on Context Dependent HMM-TDNN phone models [11] [2] [4]. We used Kaldi toolkit for training and for recognition [13]. The TDNN architecture has 6 hidden layers, each hidden unit utilizes Rectified Linear Unit (RELU) activation function. The TDNN has around 9100 output nodes (senones) with softmax activation function. The feature vectors are MFCC with 40 feature values. The baseline phonetic lexicon contains 118k pronunciations for 112k words. Using the pouollm [12], 3-gram language model is estimated on text corpora of about 640 million words.

4. Experimental results

4.1. Study of MGB training data

Table 1: MGB challenge datasets.

Table 2: MGB challenge train set statistics.

Figure 1: Histogram of number of words in function of number of subtitles. MGB training set.

Figure 2 displays the histogram of number of hours of speech in function of AWD for the training set. AWD values were given by the MGB organizers and obtained after ASR recognition. We can see that the majority of speech segments have an AWD between 0.25 seconds and 0.6 seconds. If one segment has a very small AWD or a very high one, it means that something went wrong and this segment corresponds rather to non-speech events. For safety reasons, for data selection we have extended this interval and we chose AWD between 0.16 and 0.6 for the following experiments.

Table 3 presents the number of speech hours in function of PMER on the training set. PMER values for each segment were given by the MGB organizers. We can observe that one third of the training data have PMER greater than 30%. This means that if we want to keep only a very good training data with very low PMER (so, with a very good quality subtitles), we will have a small training set. In contrast, if we keep all data, a large number
of subtitles do not correspond to what was uttered and a negative impact on training is observed.

Figure 2: Distribution of number of hours of speech in function of AWD (in seconds) for the training set

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PMER</th>
<th>&lt;3</th>
<th>&lt;15</th>
<th>&lt;30</th>
<th>&lt;50</th>
<th>&lt;80</th>
<th>All</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td># hours</td>
<td>112</td>
<td>210</td>
<td>260</td>
<td>304</td>
<td>311</td>
<td>349</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration %</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Number of hours of training speech according to PMER. Duration (%) as percentage of the total train set.

4.2. Impact of the data selection

In order to assess the influence of the data selection, we trained different ASR systems with different amount of training data. The amount of training hours is selected according to the PMER provided by the MGB organizers. For these experiments, we kept only training data with the PMER below some threshold.

Figure 3: WER on the development set according to the number of hours selected for training the ASR system.

Figure 3 presents the WER on the development set according to the number of hours selected for training the ASR system (see Table 3). For example, for PMER below 50 we kept only 305 hours of corresponding training data. The trained system is used to recognize the development data and the obtained WER is presented in Figure 3. From this figure we can observe that, at first, WER decreases when the amount of training data increases. But selecting too much data (i.e. using subtitles with high PMER) the WER begins to increase. Therefore, it is important to find a compromise between the quantity of training data and the quality of training data. In conclusion, data selection is important to train an efficient ASR.

4.3. Results of data selection methods

We studied and evaluated the presented data selection approaches on the development corpus.

The execution time of one iteration of data selection takes about 43 hours. This is very time consuming. To speed up the experiments, at each iteration of data selection, we decided to select a different number of hours of data (parameter $N$ in the selection algorithm). We hope that a strong selection at the first iteration and less constrained selection at the next iterations will improve the recognition results.

To build an initial acoustic model (called ASR-AM0), we selected randomly 100 hours because we do not have any information about the quality of available subtitles (in real life, only subtitles are available with no addition information, neither PMER nor AWD).

According to the algorithm of section 2.2.1, during the first iteration of data selection, we decode the whole training corpus with ASR-AM0 with KATS system. We kept only segments whose AWD is inside $[0.16; 0.6]$. We excluded all other segments. We sorted the remaining segments according to PMER and we select $N=150$ hours. With these 150 hours, we trained ASR-AM1. For second iteration $N=200h$ (ASR-AM2) and for the last iteration $N=300h$ (ASR-AM3).

Table 4 presents the recognition results on the development set for each iteration of the data selection algorithm. Results are presented in terms of percent of correct recognition and in term of WER. The best results are highlighted in bold. Table shows that each data selection iteration improves the ASR system. The best result of 35% WER is obtained at the last iteration. Performing one more iteration gives the same result and is not presented in the table. Results presented in table 4 are not comparable with those in figure 3 because in figure 3, we used PMER given by the organizers.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ASR</th>
<th>#hours selected</th>
<th>PMER</th>
<th>Corr (%)</th>
<th>WER (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ASR-AM0</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>65.2</td>
<td>40.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASR-AM1</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>69.0</td>
<td>36.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASR-AM2</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>69.3</td>
<td>35.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASR-AM3</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>69.7</td>
<td>35.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: WER on development set for different data selection iterations. Language model is estimated on text corpora of about 640 million words.

System combination

For system combination, we designed three different recognition systems. They share the same acoustic models (ASR-AM3), but the language models are different. For the first one only the subtitles of the training corpus are used to train the LM. This model is the most constrained. For the second one, the LM is trained using 640 million words of TV subtitles provided by the
organizers of the MGB challenge (least constrained model). The last one is a combination of the two previous language models. The threshold parameter was chosen experimentally and its value is 30.

Using these three ASRs for system combination, a relative improvement of 2% on WER was observed compared to ASR-AM3 (cf. table 5). This improvement is significant. It could be interesting to combine systems using different acoustic models, for instance different acoustic features or different neural networks architecture (Long Short Term Memory, Highway networks).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ASR</th>
<th>#hours selected</th>
<th>Corr (%)</th>
<th>(Sub, Del, Ins) (%)</th>
<th>WER (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ASR-AM3</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>69.7</td>
<td>(14.3, 16.0, 4.7)</td>
<td>35.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>System combination</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>70.2</td>
<td>(13.8, 16.0, 4.5)</td>
<td>34.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5: WER on development set.

5. Conclusion

In this article, we explored different methods of data selection for building an automatic speech recognition system. The methods are inspired by lightly supervised technique. We studied data selection methods based on phone matched error rate and average word duration. Furthermore, we proposed a new data selection method combining three recognizers. The experiments are conducted on a TV broadcast corpus with subtitles. We have shown that selecting data is crucial for obtaining accurate acoustic models. We have studied the influence of PMER on data selection. The proposed system combination is beneficial to select better data and to obtain an efficient acoustic model.
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